Thousands Protest TV Remarks

Johnny Trips Over His Hat

Johann Carson tripped over his Holga hat Wednesday night, and apparently choked to death.

The TV host, who had been scheduled to appear on "The Tonight Show," collapsed during his monologue about his recent trip to Iceland. Although Carson had been scheduled to appear on "The Tonight Show," his monologue was cut short by the unexpected incident.

A spokesman for NBC, who spoke on condition of anonymity, said Carson had been scheduled to appear on "The Tonight Show," but his monologue was cut short by the unexpected incident.

When Carson collapsed, his Holga hat was seen to be dangling from his neck. The hat, which had been recently acquired on his trip to Iceland, had been the center of attention for Carson's audience.

The incident was the latest in a series of mishaps that have plagued Carson's career. In 2015, Carson had been hospitalized after falling into a hole on stage during a live broadcast of "The Tonight Show." In 2017, Carson had been the subject of a controversy over a joke he made about Holocaust-deniers.

Carson's death has left his audience and colleagues in mourning. "We are all shocked and saddened by the sudden loss of a great talent," said Jay Leno, Carson's long-time rival on "The Tonight Show.

The cause of death is currently under investigation. An autopsy has been scheduled for Thursday.
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$450,000 Demanded

SECOND CALIFORNIA JETLINER HIJACKING

Ross Meets Police Today

By ROYCE NEUMANN

City Manager Ken Ross met Thursday with the police to discuss the investigation of the hijacking of a Delta flight.

The meeting was held at the police department and was attended by the city manager, police chief, and other officials.

At the meeting, the manager and police officials discussed the investigation of the hijacking and the steps being taken to ensure the safety of passengers and crew.

Another Edmondson in Politics

A special unit of the FBI, led by Ed Edmonson, met Thursday with the police to discuss the investigation of the hijacking.

The FBI unit, led by Ed Edmonson, met Thursday with the police to discuss the investigation of the hijacking.

Gunman Voices Threats

Another Edmondson

By ROYCE NEUMANN

The residents of Edmondson Park, a community in Edmondson, are来说 they are "shocked and saddened" by the recent events.

The community is currently mourning the loss of its beloved community leader, who passed away in a tragic accident last week.

The Edmondson Park community is currently in a state of mourning, with many expressing their condolences to the family and friends of the deceased.

Adakacco Accused Of Bias

By PAUL STEINBERG

The Adakacco tribe, a group of American Indians, is accused of bias in the recent announcement of its new leader.

The tribe is currently divided over the leadership of its new leader, with some members expressing concerns about the candidate's qualifications.

The Adakacco tribe is currently divided over the leadership of its new leader, with some members expressing concerns about the candidate's qualifications.

Inside News

GOP Governor Race Hinted

By BARRY CHILTON

In a recent interview, Governor Roy Kelly hinted that he may be considering a run for the Republican nomination for governor.

The governor, who has been in office for two terms, has previously stated that he is not interested in running for office again.

However, Kelly's recent comments have fueled speculation about his possible run for the governorship.

Jerusalem (AP) — The Supreme Court rejected Thursday an appeal by a Bethlehem woman who objected to the wearing of yarmulkes, or skullcaps, by Jews in the disputed West Bank.

The woman, who is a resident of the West Bank town of Bethlehem, had appealed to the Supreme Court after her request for permission to wear a yarmulke was denied by the regional council of the West Bank.

The court ruled that the council's decision was appropriate and that the woman had no constitutional right to wear a yarmulke in public.

Kelly's recent comments have fueled speculation about his possible run for the governorship.

One of the judges on the Supreme Court, Justice Neal Lautenberg, said the court's decision was a matter of "constitutional law" and that it was "necessary for the state to maintain order and respect the rights of all its citizens.

The court's decision was seen as a setback for the woman, who had been granted a temporary injunction to wear the yarmulke, and a victory for the regional council, which had argued that the council's decision was in the best interests of the community.
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National Briefs
Wallace Seen By McGovern

Skyickers Were Refugees

Ted Hopeful For Party

Ted Carroll, New York City Democratic attorney, is reportedly in New York. Carroll, who recently represented a group of refugees who entered the United States from Cuba under the Senate resolution permitting further immigration, is expected to attend a Democratic meeting here to discuss the party's position on the Cuban situation.

Media<br>

Anadarko

Hall

Former Associate Sues Hughes

Curtain Falls On May Day Case

Weather Word
That Horrible Night On Chappaquiddick

Explorer Olympics Winners

Trip To Olympics Won
Divers Munich-Bound

Second Oil Series

Pretty Teen Barrel-Racer Has Eye On National Title

Journal Entries...

Groups Meet, Hear Guest Speakers

Bonham in Race Against Baggett
Frederick Minority Tax Plan

Couples Establish Homes

Reptile Thief Gets Probation

Miles D. Matthews Is Dead At Age 73
Editorials

Demos Try To Get It Together

Tired of sitting on the sidelines, the George McGovern faction has decided to
challenge the Democratic convention in Los Angeles. This divided Democratic
party is in need of a united front.

The opportunity to make a change is there, but it will not come without a fight. The
McGovernites have a platform and a message, but they need to be heard.

Toward Greater Road Safety

All year long, the subject of road safety has been on the minds of drivers and
lawmakers alike. With the summer driving season just around the corner, it is
more important than ever to address the issue.

The focus should be on improving driver education and enforcement. By
increasing awareness and enforcing the law, we can make our roads safer for all.

State Editors Say

Still Studying Relocation Problems

The decision to build a new state capitol is a complex one, and it will take
time to fully understand the implications. The editors agree that the state
needs to take a thorough look before making any final decisions.

The People's Voice

Deterrent

There is a need for a deterrent to those who would contemplate committing
violent acts. The proposed legislation that would increase the punishment for
such acts is a step in the right direction.

Bob Considine

Agnew Helps Gather Chips

The election of Spiro Agnew as vice president has brought a new
energy to the Republican party. This is a positive development for the
country.

Whetsel Enters Race

The race for the state office is heating up. With several candidates vying for the
nomination, it is important to consider the qualifications and experience of each
one.

Paul Harvey

Idealism Was Fad

The idealistic spirit that once characterized our youth has faded. This is a
problem that we need to address and find a way to bring back.

Washington Merry-Go-Round

Tomato Growers Knife Competitors

Deposits In Blood Bank Pay

"Thirsty means prepare classes in law, finance, and
marketing. sturdy lawmakers can stand up against
foul taste "emotions." Jack Anderson

Bill Tharp

The Pocahontas
Of Oklahoma

"Deposits in the blood bank pay..."
Perry Wins 13th Game

San Diego Trips Mets In 14th, 1-0

Henry Leads Canada Golf

Favored Girls 14 Duo Loses

Closing Prices Listed On The New York Stock Exchange

Market Summaries

Insurance, Bank And Trust

YUKON

Community Living At Its Finest.

Near Western Electric, FAF, CMI and Goodyear.

COME BY AND LET US SHOW YOU MANY OTHER ADVANTAGES OF OWNING A NEW HOME IN YUKON.
National Home Appliance Sale

All-Frostless

14.1-Cu. Ft. Upright Freezer
$179

15.6-Cu. Ft. Chest Freezer
$169

19.0-Cu. Ft. Side-by-Side
$358

Kenmore 30-in Electric Range with Self-Cleaning Oven
$299.99

Bank Deposits Gain 15 Percent

Bank deposits increased by 15 percent in the first quarter of the year, according to the latest figures from the Oklahoma Department of Commerce. The increase is attributed to higher interest rates and improved economic conditions. The rise in deposits has led to increased liquidity for banks, allowing them to lend more money to consumers and businesses.

Geologist Says Oil Not Gone

A geologist from Oklahoma City has stated that oil reserves are not depleted in the state. The geologist, speaking at a conference, emphasized the importance of continued exploration and development to ensure the state remains a leading producer of oil. The statement comes amid concerns about the state's energy future.

Clemmons Will Seek New Term

A candidate for the Oklahoma legislature has announced that he will run for a new term. The candidate, a long-time member of the state's political landscape, is known for his advocacy on education and economic development. The decision to run again is seen as a strong indication of his commitment to public service.

Firm Halted By Injunction

A business in Oklahoma City has been halted by an injunction. The firm, which operates in the food industry, was ordered to cease operations until it resolved a series of legal challenges. The injunction highlights ongoing regulatory scrutiny in the industry.

Lifer Wins Court Date

A long-term prisoner in Oklahoma has won a court date. The prisoner, serving a life sentence, requested the hearing to argue for clemency or parole. The court date is a significant milestone in his efforts to secure release.

Sears

Prices Good thru Saturday, July 16

SAVE ON HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS
ALL PRICES EFFECTIVE FROM JULY 7 THROUGH JULY 14

Right Guard

Baby Yourself with Johnson's

Bayer Aspirin

Johnson Band-Aid

Sine-Aid

Body All Deodorant

Central National Bank

WHAT'S YOUR VACATION DREAM?

Put 3 issues together with a mention of Central National Bank.

Kenmore 30-inch Electric Range with Self-Cleaning Oven

The American Team... Shout At Sears and Save

Supplement to the Oklahoma Journal

See Same-As-Reduced Prices

(Refrigerator-Freezer Model Numbers 62401/80509 and 61021)

$258


Save $51.99

Automatic Icemaker

$149

Major League All-Star Ballots

Contract let

for nursing

26 oz.

Mint Flavored

100 tablets

30 tablets

1/5 x 5

24 tablets

ONLY

NOW ONLY

1.26

27

38

64

99

Sears

Read Sears Easy Payment Plan

The American Store... Watch ABC TV
Sears Laundry Pair of Kenmore Washers and Electric Dryers...

BUY BOTH for only $259

Permanent Press Kenmore Electric Dryer
Sale Price: $119
- Cold-dry, heat-pump drying permanent press, delicate, and extra-delicate cycle
- Wrinkle Guard with 3-Temperature Washers
- Pre-soak wash

2-Temperature Washer with Pre-Sink Cycle
Sale Price: $159
- Wrinkle guard, normal, or hand-wash cycle
- 2-temperature washers, choice of 2 water levels

BUY BOTH for only $299

2-Cycle, 3-Temperature Kenmore Electric Dryer
Sale Price: $129
- Permanent press cycle, heat-pump drying permanent press
- Wrinkle Guard with 3-Temperature Washers
- Pre-soak wash

3-Temperature Washer with Two Water Levels
Sale Price: $179
- Wrinkle guard, normal, and hand-wash cycles
- Pre-soak wash

BUY BOTH for only $329

Permanent Press Kenmore 2-Cycle Dryer
Sale Price: $139
- 2-temperature washers, choice of 2 water levels
- Wrinkle Guard with 3-Temperature Washers
- Pre-soak wash

Kenmore 2-Speed Permanent Press Washer
Sale Price: $199
- Wrinkle guard, normal, and hand-wash cycles
- Pre-soak wash

BUY BOTH for only $399

Kenmore Dryer with Wrinkle Guard® Feature
Regular Price $149
- Wrinkle Guard helps prevent wrinkles in permanent press fabrics
- Automatic temperature control

Permanent Press Washer with 5 Temperatures
Regular Price $219
- 5-temperature washers, normal, and hand-wash cycles

Kenmore Wrinkle Guard® Electric Dryer
Regular Price $169
- Wrinkle Guard helps prevent wrinkles in permanent press fabrics
- Automatic temperature control

Kenmore 5-Cycle Permanent Press Washer
Regular Price $249
- Automatic temperature control

BUY BOTH for only $499

Lady Kenmore Dryer All-Fabric Automatic
Regular Price $219
- Heat-pump drying all fabrics, except heavy fabric
- Wrinkle Guard

Lady Kenmore Washer All-Fabric Automatic
Regular Price $299
- Heat-pump drying all fabrics

Prices Good thru Saturday, July 15th

BUY BOTH for only $499
SAVE $80!
Sears

SAVE 10% TO 40%
Entire Stock
Sofas, Sleeper Sofas, Chairs
4 Days Only

Just a few examples of the
two terrific buys in furniture:

$249.99 Contemporary sofa, 81"L
$249.99 Contemporary love seat
$119.99 Contemporary love seat
$199.99 Contemporary chair
$299.99 Traditional sofa, 81"L
$199.99 Traditional chair
$99.99 Colonial style love seat
$129.99 Colonial style chair
$499.99 Queen-size sofa sleeper

SAVE big on beds and walls, floor samples and discontinued styles! $44.95 on
certain mattresses at published prices!

Sears Easy Payment Plan

2 Ironstone Patterns
45-pc. Service for 8
YOUR CHOICE
26.88
Regular $32.99

Carpet Sale!
15% OFF

(Prices valid thru November 26, 1968).

Sears

At-home in any setting...
lightly textured
Perma-Prest^

draperies

at a light sale price

Don't make the rod!
Spoil the drapery instead

Most "Hanging"-The true drapery hangers, from
Sears Hard-Faced collection of drapery hardware.
The simple, sturdy and elegant, handsome and
well-designed, the modern, finishing touches to
your room's look. Make your room unique, fresh, light and
true to your spirit.

Regular $13.99

Ripple wire, 48" - $9.50

Ripple wire, 72" - $13.75

Ripple wire, 96" - $15.75

Sears Easy Payment Plan

Fantastic

CARPET SALE!

15% OFF

Any Color

Carpets...

Cork... 15% OFF

Cork... 15% OFF

Choose from over 100 colors of carpet... in sizes of 4', 6', 8', 10',
and 12' wide. Beautiful, radiant colors. Soft and supple and
affordable, too! For a complete inventory, economy carpeting, or
for that special touch, the finest in custom stair treads, professional
installation, 90% against major manufacturer's guarantee. See our
outlet samples in your Sears. Don't wait, call your Sears.

"We Make House Calls"
Bath Shop Sale

Pathie Bedroom Grouping
"Cloud Supreme"

Silk, deep, Buffy in a cloud. It's made of Teflon! Perthy's price, boxed with a polyethylene foam cushion, 100% pure cotton and durable chrome frame. 11 colors.

14.50 for bath bag, 12.50
15.50 for bath .... 26.00
25.50 for bath, 27.50
27.50 for bath, 28.00
30.50 for bath, 32.00
85.50 for bath, 88.00

"Colorburst" Towels
Brighten values that keep their life with bath clots. They're Debbie's towels - a choice of cotton and white that makes all colors, all relations, all gifts... a gift that gives in Cotton going for a pleasure, not a problem.

9.50 for bath towel
11.50 for bath towel
11.50 for bath towel
14.50 for bath towel
20.50 for bath towel


Save $45.11!
5-PC. Colonial Style Set

Regular price: $50.00

Economy Wheel Cycle

Economy, the way to save your business. We've reduced all prices in this bhical. Save on our selection of bikes with a 36-inch wheel size or in a range cycle.特別注意。"Dormitory" cycle for a limited time. For details, see store.
nylon separates...

199

shorts to match

299

Sears fuss-free fashions

Here are the styles and a bonus looking for in available polyester double knits. Choose pretty prints, trims and combinations with the look of separates, stripes and solid colors. Sizes: M-L-XL.

699 and 899

easy-care vinyl summer bags

Several fashions to chose from in monkey bag. Large bag with vinyl trim and straps. Medium size bag with vinyl trim and handles. Sizes: M-L-XL.

299

boy-cut jeans for juniors

Jr. Bazaar...jeans headquarters...

639 to $12

Jr. Bazaar has a complete collection of tops!

semi-annual sale

Sears

blue package panties

6 pair 5.50

Regular 2 for 9.99

$6 pair

sale 3 for $6

Regular 8.79 each

Our famous "Blithe X" bottom maker, washable for your figure! Cross-cored elastic links, separators, and supports. Elastic bands at the bottom and between cups for comfortable fit. Sizes: M-L-XL. Stretchable and feminine. Sizes: 6.99, 9.99, 14.50, 19.50, 24.50, 29.50, 34.50, 39.50, 44.50, 49.50, 54.50, 59.50, 64.50, 69.50, 74.50, 79.50, 84.50, 89.50, 94.50, 99.50.

put on your summer legs...

Cantrec II...all-nude panty hose

4 pair 388

Regular 6.39 pair

Prices Good thru Saturday, July 15th

criss-cross styling adapts so well
PRE-SEASON SALE
SIZED FROM TOTS TO TEENS

Sears
Prices Good thru Saturday, July 15th

40% off

Casual and dressy styles...popular fur-trimmed, wool and wool blends, synthetics...all tailored for warmth and wear. Not all styles in all sizes—81%—a great collection!

Limited quantities...shop early!

Win a Trip to Walt Disney World
and attend Pooch's Nominating Convention
Come in to Sears and register today!

CLOSEOUT
short sleeve sport shirts
GET 'EM WHILE IT'S HOT!
4 for $10

CLOSEOUT
slacks, jeans
2 for $9.7

Sears Rents Cars, too! Prices Good thru Saturday, July 15th

OUTSTANDING VALUE

footlockers and car trunks

classroom bound

fabric oxford bonanza

3 pair

single pair...$5
Paint Sale
Save $2.56
Guaranteed 3 Ways...Sears Acrylic Latex House Paint
Regular $10.00
744 Gallon In 20 colors
- Guaranteed 1 coat; guaranteed not to chalk or to yellow
- Chloroformulated for area and mildew-resistant
- Withstands harsh weather
- Easy soap and water cleanup
Ask About Sears Best Latex Paints

DO-IT-YOURSELF
Electrical Sale
Save on Indoor Cable
4 1/4"" 33" Regular $0.63
FOR YOUR CHOICE
Leaf Blower
Regular $1.25
Sears Lawn Mower
Regular $3.99
Pengelis
Regular $2.99

How About A Cookout?
24-in. Motorized Grill
Motorized Wagon Grill
Sears Low Pressure 12" 18" Regular $12.99
Regular $18.99

Sears Residential Fencing
Sears has a complete selection of wood, vinyl, aluminum and metal fencing, for any budget, plus a most attractive way to protect your family and property. Call Sears for a FREE estimate. Let us strut your yard.

SALE PRICED, TODAY
Northern Vinyl Fence Regular $2.99
Western Red Cedar Fencing $2.99
Chain Link 114" High $749

Provincial Style Cabinets
Use Sears Exec. Painted Ply

Sears

Home Improvement Sale
Prices Good thru Saturday, July 15th

The BEST WATER-LINE INSTANT Call before 3 p.m. for emergency installations!
Sears Repair $99.99
20-Gal. Tank $84.99
29-Gal. Tank $55.99

20% off
Multifunctional and Twin Classical/Colonial...15% off
Sears 250 on 4-cyl. 4-door with
louvered door...Regular $229.99..............189.99
Gas halogen with 2-Hard wax...199.99

Save on 1,400 gallons with
50%-off top..............219.99

Save on 1,200 gallons with
50%-off top..............219.99

Use Sears Exec. Painted Ply

Sears 125 Series 30
Water Softener
Uses up to 50% less regenerant. Reduced chemical expense. Savings up to $50 per year.

Regular $129.99
29-Gallon Tank $84.99

Sears Best Deluxe
1/3-HP Jet Pump
Sears Best Deluxe Pump for
1/3 HP...Regular $119.99

29-Gallon Tank $84.99
29-Gallon Tank $84.99

Sears Best Deluxe
29-Gallon Tank $84.99

Standard 1/3-HP
Submersible Pump
Sears Best Deluxe Pump for
1/3 HP 29-Gallon Tank $84.99

Sears Best Deluxe
1/3-HP 29-Gallon Tank $84.99

Sears Best Deluxe
1/3-HP 29-Gallon Tank $84.99

Sears Best Deluxe
1/3-HP 29-Gallon Tank $84.99

Sears Best Deluxe
1/3-HP 29-Gallon Tank $84.99

Sears 125 Series 30
Water Softener
Uses up to 50% less regenerant. Reduced chemical expense. Savings up to $50 per year.

Regular $129.99
29-Gallon Tank $84.99
NATIONAL HOME APPLIANCE sale

Prices Good thru Saturday, July 13th

in all sizes and prices

11-in... $166

15-in... $222

18-in... $249

25-in... $333

SAVE $80.99

25-in... $399

Regular $479.99

Use Sears Easy Payment Plan

SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back

Sears, Roebuck and Co.